
Session Notes - Spring Equinox 2015 
This session had a lot of creative life force running through it. To some of you it might have felt very sexual. Harnessing and bal-

ancing this energy can be challenging! To help you in creating this balance several symbols were sent. In the first part of the ses-

sion, after the calling of the names and prayer but before Agnihotra a lot of cleansing energy came. Two colors were prevalent, 

violet and turquoise during the cleansing energy and several animal totems came to leave their message.  

 

The turquoise energy present seemed associated with the stone Chrysocolla……...the turquoise energy has also been activating a 

point between the bellybutton and pubic bone (some may call the Dan Tien) for the past several years as I have done these ses-

sions. This point has to do with unconditional sustenance to support life, (including our physical lives) that is based on the integri-

ty and impeccability of Spirit.  It activates and balances while the violet light transmutes. You can find more information on them 

by doing a Google search on The Turquoise Ray and The Violet Ray. The violet energy is something that has been with me all my 

life, when I wake up at night I am surrounded by clouds of it… it is a very powerful transforming energy. For me the turquoise en-

ergy that I am seeing heralds a new paradigm, a new energy, one that is representative of a very beautiful vibration.  

 

Animal Totems in order of Appearance 
You can read these descriptions and meanings I am sharing with you but meditating on each of these may bring you a 

personal message also. 
After the colors of turquoise and violet came and activated and began transmuting energies, toward the time of Agnihotra and 

sunset, the Cardinal came. He actually physically came and was singing and he came in my mind’s eye. In my vision 

he showed me his beak and head with a great deal of emphasis on his beak and his song, giving the message that it 

is time to be seen and to speak up. He was very insistent. The cardinal’s season of influence is year round, so we 

could consider that this might be in play during this whole next year. 

Next came the black jaguar….jaguar medicine includes seeing the way through chaos, moving without fear in the 

darkness, empowering oneself, reclaiming power. It can help you move through unknown places and facilitate your 

soul work. I think jaguar was representing that part of ourselves that is navigating us through all these chaotic ener-

gies that are in play  right now and is helping  us to stay balanced, focused and steady. 

The next symbol to show up was the horse….. in the Medicine Cards, Horse represents Power…..it seemed this  

horse came to carry us through…….and to represent that as you move through the chaos and darkness you might 

be facing and let go of fear, that a large amount of power will be available to you to move into Life in a very crea-

tive way, opening your voice, being seen and of service. (cardinal)  I also felt this horse meant you could move with 

exuberance. 

 

I looked  up Horse in the Medicine Cards and the Red Horse represented this: “Red Stallion approached, rearing 

playfully. He told Dreamwalker of the joys of balancing work and heavy medicine with the joyful experiences of play. He reminded 

Dreamwalker that he could better hold the attention of those he taught when humor was integrated with the lesson. Dreamwalker 

thanked him and promised to remember the gift of joy.” 



Breaking Free and Harnessing Energy 

The next thing that came was a tornado of energies, red, golden, turquoise and violet…...it felt 

like it was moving through the field of the group and if you were seeing the group as a body it 

looked like a large amount of energy began releasing from an area right at the pubic bone in the 

center front……. It was an energy of war and terror….. The memory and thought forms were be-

ing released from the field, where ever we had contributed to them or where we held fear about  

those energies , was being cleared out. It kept pouring out  of that space, it came as faces and all 

sorts of things. 

 

I then saw a round dais. On it stood a man in a dark suit with other beings surrounding him…..to 

me,  he represented the force that perpetuated the energies of war and terror that were now 

moving out from the pubic bone area and being dissolved….. He seemed to represent greed, 

war, terror and lack of caring for the Earth and the other beings were his assistants . Then I saw 

them disappear and in their place lay the Golden Lion. 

 

To me the Golden Lion represented the New Energy…….it radiated like a million suns. For most of this entire session my body was 

vibrating and felt orgasmic… it was very interesting. There was a deep and abiding peace and at the same time a huge influx of 

creative energy that seemed to be released as the old energies were let go of……...and I do mean a huge amount of energy! 

 

Also, all symbols are used to speak to us, some people may see the same energy in a different way. Ultimately I feel the pouring 

forth of the dark energies represented all the ways we, as mankind, have misused creative life force energies and represents the 

sort of purging and bringing to our conscious mind the awareness of that…..and the Golden Lion represents the healing and step-

ping into Unity Consciousness, where the male and female energy come into balance and love. 

 

There is a tremendous amount of energy available now to grow the seeds that you plant…..and these seeds are about service, 

truth, integrity and balance in your life. My sense is we need to be real and true to ourselves and our heart knowing like never be-

fore! Face the things you have been afraid to face. No fear! It is old memory repeating itself to be called to love. Illumination and 

balance are available when you focus on the truth you want to create. 

Much love, 

Marilyn 

 

 

After the appearance and energy of the animal totems I saw the group 

standing in a circle, the turquoise and violet energy and been working the 

entire time and I saw it mixing with a golden energy and it shot up like a 

column through the earth’s atmosphere into space…… it looked kind of like 

this (sorry for my poor drawing! :) )……  this  felt like a surge of energy 

breaking free from the chaos to pull in and anchor this new energy that is so 

available right now. 



 

This formula is designed to help balance and enhance the energies of this season and will contain the following. There will be a 

limited amount available. I will notify you when it is complete. We have had a lot of rain and I am attempting to make the sage 

flower essence that goes in it. I need a little sunshine for that! I think Saturday will be the day. :) So, I will send a link to buy from 

and the costs will be $12 plus shipping. You may notify by email ahead of time if you would like one. 

. 

Chrysocolla 

For lots of good info on Chrysocolla go here 

http://www.crystalvaults.com/crystal-encyclopedia/chrysocolla 

 

 

Citrine…….the citrine gem elixir in this formula will be made with a genuine 24 sided Marcel 

Vogel double terminated healing wand. For more information on this powerful crystal and it’s 

healing properties check out this link. http://www.satyacenter.com/store/crystal/

kabbalistic/6252   However, if you are interested in obtaining one, I would recommend con-

tacting Rumi Da at http://www.vogelcrystals.net/ Rumi Da is a friend of mine who worked 

with Marcel personally and I know that you will get the real thing from him! 

Wisteria 

For women who are uncomfortable with their sexuality. For those afraid of physical intimacy and/or sensu-

ality. Can be beneficial for those who have had traumatic sexual experiences. Negative beliefs around sexu-

ality and creative life force energy may be assisted by Wisteria. This remedy helps clear beliefs and release 

blockages around sexual enjoyment, openness, gentleness and ease of sexual intimacy. It also helps to 

brings balance to male energy and awareness of the softer, feminine side. Sexual energy is creative life force 

energy, whether it is expressed in the sexual act or in other creative endeavors. From my property. 

 

 

Lyre Leaf Sage 

Understanding life from a higher perspective, wisdom, releases trauma, brings joy and appreciation of the music 

and movement of life…… helps one to reach the higher planes. From my property. 

 

Flower Essence/Gem Elixir for Spring Equinox 2015 

Antique Pink Rose - soft gentle love, self-acceptance, gives courage to the sensitive and child self. 

Opens and cleanses the heart gently and safely.  From my Garden. 

Sydney Rose (Australian Bush Flower Remedy) 

Negative Condition: feeling separated, deserted, unloved or morbid 

Positive Outcome: realizing we are all one, feeling safe and at peace, heartfelt compassion, sense of 

unity 

More info at this link: http://ausflowers.com.au/Products/Single-Essences/Sydney-Rose-15ml 

http://ausflowers.com.au/Products/Single-Essences/Sydney-Rose-15ml
http://www.crystalvaults.com/crystal-encyclopedia/chrysocolla
http://www.satyacenter.com/store/crystal/kabbalistic/6252
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